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COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS
By Arthur Dear, Jr.
Two Floridas
Hearst vs. California
A A A Referendum
Roosevelt's Popularity
The move to split Florida into
two states, cutting the southern
portion off at the new ship canal,
seems to be progressing. Orlando,
the proposed capital for the proposed new state, is of course anxious for the split and Jacksonville
is reported behind the move as this
would make that city the sole metropolis and give it added prestige.
However, the erection of two
governments in the place of one,
on its face at least, seems foolish.
Why pay two governors and the
upkeep on two state houses? If
people are dissatisfied with the
present set-up and government,
why not reorganize it and keep the
expense down?
William Randolph Hearst
has removed from California.
And he has written a nice long
letter to all the papers in the
powerful Hearst syndicate explaining that the California income-tax law has made it necessary, even threatens to send
motion-picture actors and producers with large incomes out
of the state. What we hope is
that California will withstand
such propaganda and will be
the leader in a nation-wide
series of state-income tax laws
with a resulant lowering of the
property taxes.
A tax on income is a tax on
ability to pay. A tax on property is usually not a tax on
ability to pay. It has long
been a tenet of economics that
taxation should be levied according to ability to pay.
As we go to press the returns
are still incomplete, but with 271,000 yea's opposing only 40,000
nay's it is safe to say that the
country will probably have another corn-hog production restriction
set up this year. The present program of the AAA expires this November.
Two points are interesting
connection with the question. The
vote is being taken of the producers, not the consumers. A new program would artificially raise prices just as the last one did. The
national restaurant association
pledged not to feature pork
ham on its menus because of the
excessively high prices of hogs
Incidentally, there has been a
shortage of hogs and feed as a result of the last program, but Administrator Davis promises a 25 to
30 percent increase in the allowances under any new restriction
program.
In the political field, President Roosevelt is losing favor
in all but one large section of
the country. Of course, if an
election were run tomorrow
the choice of his opponent by
the Republicans would be a
deciding factor. But as it is,
the Mountain States are the
only ones to show an increase
in his favor.
We wonder if in the electoral college he might not lose.
The strong Mid-Atlantic and
New England sections are
against him and the East, and
West Central sections with
the Pacific Coast do not favor
him over-much. The American Institute of Public Opinion conducted the poll.

Sidney Smith Once
A Rollins Student,
Mr. Hanna Reports
Officials Eit 'RolHns College
learned yesterday that Sidney
Smith, the cartoonist who made
Andy Gump. Min. Chester, and
Uncle Bim household favorites, and
who was killed in an automobile
accident last week, was a former
student at Rollins.
The information was contained
in a letter received yesterday by
Professor A. J. Hanna from Edward C. Hooker, New York, N. Y.,
a son of Rev. E. P. Hooker, the
first president of Rollins. According to Mr. Hooker, Sidney Smith
was a classmate of him and his
sister at Rollins.
A society known as the "Stray
Greeks" has been started at Purdue. It is composed of transfer
students who were members of
Greek organizations not represented at Purdue.

lao uinsj^Santispur
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50-YEAR MARK COMMEMORATED BY ROLLINS
PROSPECTIVE CANDIDATES

There will be a short meeting of the Chapel Staff in the
Choir Room of the Knowles
Memorial Chapel tonight at
7:15. All staff members are
urged to attend.

FOR STUDENTS
HELD FRIDAY

SEMICENTENNIAL
EXERCISES END
THIS WEEK-END
Noted speakers to take part, including presidents
many colleges; luncheon to be given in honor
of Dr, Holt on Sunday

Dr. Holt Presides Over First
All-College Meeting
Last Week
The first all-college convocation
was held in Knowles Memorial
Chapel last Friday morning. The
academic procession, led by Professor Weinberg, started in front
of Carnegie, marched across
horse-shoe, and thence into the
chapel.
The convocation was presided
over by Dr. Holt and the
members of the faculty were
first to take the pledges. The
ideals brought out in the faculty
pledge are to follow truth and to
teach truth, to be a leader of, and
yet a comrade with, the student
and to be loyal to Rollins College
and its ideals. Following the faculty pledge a violin solo, "Meditation from Thais" was played by
Miss Gretchen Cox.
President Holt then called for
recommendations from the faculty
for students who had not as yet
taken the upper-division pledge.
Recommendations were made by
Professor Weinberg and approved
by Dean Anderson and the candidates took the pledge to seek
astery in certain fields, to be a
guide for their juniors, and to be
seekers after the truth.
The matriculation oath for entering students was then taken, the
freshmen pledging to make the adventure of learning the supreme
purpose of their college life, to
measure all things by truth, and to
stress the high ideals of their Alma Mater.
Following this was a solo by
Bruce Daugherty, "The Lord is
My Light"; after which Dean Anderson read the honor's list for
last year's Spring Term and also
the honor's list for the entire year.
A list of eight freshmen from last
year's class to make the Phi Society, junior scholaristic organization was read.
The Honor Roll for the Spring
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

Chapel Staff Will Meet
In Choir Room Tonight

of

The Rollins College Semicentennial will be brought to a close with
the programs on November 2, 3, 4, marked by many noted speakers,
including nine college presidents and two presidents emeritus who have
accepted invitations to participate in these events.
* This program concluudes the exModel T Religion Was Topic
ercises held last year at Orange
of the Service
City, Winter Park and Sanford.
These events were only prelimiDean Enyart, speaking in chapel
nary to the actual founding of
last Sunday on "Model T ReRollins College on November 4,
ligion," stressed the fact that
1885.
many students are confused and
In addition to the nine who will
disturbed about the religion they
have been taught because it does- Press Board Lets Contract in take an active part in the semicentennial celebration as speakn't prepare them to meet life as
Meeting Yesterday
ers, a large number of presidents
they find it.
After opening five sealed bids, of other colleges and universities
"Though many church papers
will attend as official delegates
the
Publications
Union
yesterday
emphasize the growth of the
from their institutions.
church and tend to have a rather decided to award the printing conCollege and university presidents
complacent attitude, religion is tract of the Flamingo to the Orwho will speak at the educational
ange
Press,
Winter
Park.
Last
not making the appeal that it
conferences planned for Saturday,
should. There has been great de- year the Flamingo was printed by
November 2, are President Emerivelopment in the world around the E. O. Painter Company, Detus Charles F. Thwing of Western
us during the last fifty years, but Land, Florida. The change was
Reserve ^University, who will adthe church has not kept up with made on the recommendation of
the present editor, John C. Bills, dress the luncheon conference, and
President
Daniel L. Marsh of BosThe Dean went on to say that who pointed out the saving in time ton University who will speak on
it took a long time for Henry and expense which would result.
"Education for True Patriotism"
Bills
said
the
late
advertising
Ford to realize that his Model T
at an evening meeting in the Anwas out of date, and to improve copy for the publication could be nie Russell Theatre.
it. Though the old model is more efficiently handled in WinPresident Emeritus William L.
ter
Park.
Otherwise
it
would
ens c a r c e l y recognizable in our
Poteat of Wake Forest College
streamline cars, the same driving tail a forty-mile trip on the part
will give the address at the mornforce is as strong today as it was of the Advertising Commissioner
or his assistants. The Flamingo ing meditation in Knowles Memorin the days of the Model T.
ial Chapel Sunday at 9:45. Among
Dean Enyart declared, "The new staff would benefit by having the the college presidents who will
streamline religion must have magazine printed locally, as its speak at 11 A. M. services in Orbeauty and color; it must have members could go to the Press and ange County churches commemormodern shock-absorbers — faith to gain a thorough knowledge of the ating the semicentennial anniverj? T. nstand the strain of the road; it mechanical end of the magazine
i President
must have a radio to keep an ear
,,.
.
sary of Rollms
Emeritus
Thwing of Western Reopen for the trends of the times. publication.
serve University;
President
Most important, the directing
The Orange Press has printed Spright Dowell of Mercer Univerforce must be the . principles of the Rollins Sandspur for the past sity; and President Thomas V.
Christ—love and loving service. several years and is also the home Neal of Howard College.
Religion will then appeal to the of the Winter Park Herald. This is
At the luncheon in observance of
youth of today who are doing the the first time this organization has the tenth anniversary of President
world's work, and the church will received a Flamingo contract. The Hamilton Holt's administration of
be traveling along with the par- Famingo will make it appearance Rollins College, the college presiade, instead of merely watching it on the campus November 15.
dents who will speak include Presigo by."
T h e Publications Union ap- dent John J. Tigert of the UniverThe invocation was read by Gor- pointed a sub-committee to fix sity of Florida and President M. L.
don Jones, '35, the Litany by tentative budgets for member pub- Brittain of Georgia School of TechEleanor Jones, '35, and the two lications for the coming year. This nology. Dr. Robert L. Kelly, execuother selections were read by Paul committee is to have figures ready tive secretary of the Association of
Twachtman and Helene Keywan. for presentation to the Student American Colleges, and formerly
'Council today.
president of Earlham College, will
also speak at the luncheon.
President E. C. Herrick of And(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

CHAPEL S E O I N

FOR'35 FLAMINGO

Will one of these men be nominated as Republican candidatfi
tor president In 19367 Herbert Hoover (1), Frank Knox (2),
Senator Arthur Vandenberg (8), Senator William E. Borah (4),
and Gov. Alf Landon (6) are among the most prominent possibiUUes.

Dr. William Louis
Poteat Will Speak
In Chapel Sunday
Dr. William Louis Poteat, pi
dent emeritus of Wake College,
will speak in Knowles Memorial
Chapel next Sunday on "The
Radiant Young Man of Nazareth".
Bryant Prentice will read the invocation, Louise McPherson will
ead the Litany. The old and New
Testaments will be read by Davitt
Felder and Charlotte Stienhans,
'30.

THE NEXT FIFTY YEARS
An
Editorial
Next week Eollins reaches the half-century mark
of its existence. To the person vitally interested
in the college's welfare, the most important phase
of this celebration concerns the next fifty years.
Some time ago Dr. Holt set forth three ideals for
this institution. The first is to have a new and
better fraternity and sorority plan worked out; the
second, to develop better athletics; and the third,
that Rollins might lead the colleges of America in
the development of a true collegiate atmosphere.
We oflfer a fourth ideal which, to us, is more important than all of the the other three. That ideal
embraces a plan to aid graduates after they have
received their diplomas. We beheve that the institution which will prosper in the next half-century
will be the institution whose graduates wil! be assured of positions after they leave college. In the
past Rollins has given little attention to this matter. Far too few colleges regard it as serious. Yet
to build a reputation which causes nation-wide demands for graduates from this college is not too
far-fetched. Greater tasks have been undertaken.
This matter should be considered as important as
the varsity football team, as vital as the curriculum, as necessary as the faculty itself, and more
essential than all of them. The colleges of America
have a moral obligation which they refuse to face.
They turn sons and daughters out of their halls
with scarcely a thought of the future. If the graduates are successful, the college is aided materially
in more ways than one. If the graduates are not
successful, the chances are great that they will not
be heard of. As a consequence, the college gambles
on its products. But the margin between success
and failure should be more than a gamble.
The student of today should not dread graduation. He should feel secure enough to know that
something lies in store in the future. He cannot
be secure immediately by standing alone. He must
have help. It is the duty of the colleges of America to find a way to give that help, and to give it in
a way that will bring results. The college which
has grave concern for its graduating class is the
college which can begin to count its gain. The college which does not have grave concern for these
citizens can count little, if anything, as gain.

FOR BEST ESSAY
$500 and $250 are First and
Second Prizes Offered
An announcement to students of
Rollins College has recently been
made by the Rotary Club of Orlando, in connection with the Rotary Club of Cordoba of the Argentine Repubic.
Competitors shall prepare written essays on "Suggested Methods
for Preventing War in America"
(Forma de proscribir la Guerra
America). The essay is to be typewritten in the Spanish language,
and not to exceed more than forty
pages of foolscap paper. However, it is not necessary that the
essay be originally written in
Spanish. It may be written in
English and then translated into
Spanish by anyone able to do so.
Each essay presented must be
signed with th^ nom-de-plume of
the participant.
This nom-deplume must, also, be written on
the outside of a sealed envelope,
which contains the name and address of the author. As well, a
certificate from the authorities of
the university where he claims to
bo studying, testifying that he is
a student in regular standing at
that institution, must be sent.
The essay must be delivered before the first of January, 1936, at
the secretariat of the Rotary Club
of Cordoba, 25 De Mayo 35, Cordoba, or to the Rotary Club of Orlando.
A prize of ?500.00 in Argentine
paper money will be awarded to
the author of the essay judged to
be the best. A jury will consist of
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

Sandspur Contest
Is Hit at Rollins
The contest launched by the
Sandspur last week met with approval not only in the student
body, but also in the faculty.
Remember that the ad containing your initials must be cut out
and given to William F. Whalen,
advertising commissioner, before
Saturday of each week.
The following were t
of last week's contest:
P. Abbott, Charles H. Claw;
Ralph
Vario, Paul P. Boring, and Ar
thur D. Enyart.

''Alligator'' Sports Editor Not Retained
For Commenting on Coaching Situation

By Reginald T. Clough
Because he "editorialized" on the University of Florida coaching
staff in a signed sports article printed last week in the Florida Alligator, student newspaper, Sports Editor Billy Homa "was not 'fired',
but merely not retained on the staff because I found his attitude
contrary to my policy," newly elected Editor-in-Chief Robert Hoag
stated.
Homa, who was appointed to the*
s t a ^ by the former editor, exerted when the paper went to press. He
his authority as sports editor in an did not have an opportunity of
article in the Florida Alligator of seeing Homa's story on the MisOctober 20, in which he criticized sissipi game until the publication
the coaching staff for their mis- was in the hands of the readers.
takes in the Florida-Mississippi
Copies of that issue of the Alligame of October 19.
gator were sent to graduates of
The paragraph of the sports the University throughout the
story which caused the break be- state in the attempt to stimulate
tween the editor and his subordi- interest for the homecoming game
nate follows:
last Saturday.
"Yesterday's game was a repeThat the article attracted attition of the Tulane-Florida tilt in
tention was evidenced by the fact
that numerous substitutes during
that returning alumni came back
the second quarter enabled Ole
to Gainesville armed with demands
Miss' first string to score twice."
for a new deal in the football
As a result of this statement coaching situation.
Florida has
the homecoming issue of the Alli- lost two games so far this season,
gator appeared last Saturday with- triumphing over Stetson in the
out a sports editor. Most of the schedule premiere.
articles in connection with the
After the controversy had atFlorida-Maryland game were contributed by Frank Wright, pub- tracted attention from newspapers
from all over the state, the gradlicity agent for the University.
Editor Hoag had not yet ap- uate council postponed decision on
pointed his staff for this year the 'Gator coaching staff until
since his election took place only a January 1, 1936.
A free hand is given to sports
few days ago. The former editor,
Everett Clay, chosen last spring, writers by professional newsleft a vacancy in the editorship papers all over the world in their
when he failed to return to college "editorializing," praising, criticising and commenting.
this fall.
Frank Foster, a former Rollins
Sports writers on the Kollins
student, had charge of the issue Sandspur are given express direcin which Homa's article appeared. tions to "editorialize," particularFoster was exonerated from the ly in signed articles, where their
controversy when it was learned comment and criticism is not only
that he had been out of town permitted but heartily encouraged.

WHO'S WHO LISTS
MAN! OF FACOLT!
Twenty IMembers of Faculty
and staff Honored
Twenty members of the faculty
and administrative staff at Rollins
College are included in the current edition of "Who's Who in
America."
In addition to the twenty members of the faculty-staff, seven
members of the board of trustees
of Rollins are represented by biographical sketches in the edition.
The faculty-staff list includes
President Hamilton Holt; Dean
Winslow S. Anderson; Alfred J.
Hanna, associate professor of history; Dr. Charles A. Campbell,
dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel; Dr. Thomas P. Bailey, professor of psychology, philosophy, and
ethology; Dr. Richard Burton, professor of English; Dr. James M.
Glass, professor of secondary education; Dr| Edwin O. Grover, professor of books; Jessie B. Rittenhouse Scollard, conference leader
and consultant in the art of poetry writing; Miss Virginia Robie,
assistant professor of art; Willard
A. Wattles, professor of English
and journalism; William F. Yust,
librarian; Edwin P. Granberry, assistant professor of English; Miss
Annie Russell, artistic director of
the Annie Russell Theatre, and
professor of the theatre arts; Dr.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
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THE ROLLINS S A N D S P U R

CHARTER FACOLIY
10 BE HONORED

The Rollins Faculty Fifty Years Ago

New Additions With Previous
E x p e r i e n c e Aid G r o u p

Special P l a q u e to be Unveiled
at Fiftieth Anniversary
The five members of the charter faculty of Rollins College, of
whom only one is alive today, will
be honored at a special ceremony
here on November 2 in connection
with the semi-centennial celebration commemorating the opening
ol Rollins.
A plaque commemorating the
fiftieth anniversary of thc first
meeting of the Charter Faculty
of Eollins College will be unveiled
at the Congregational Church Parsonage on Interlachen Avenue
where the five members of the
first faculty met to formulate plans
for the opening of Rollins two
days later. The parsonage is now
occupied by Rev. Victor B. Chicoine, one of the successors to Dr.
Edward P. Hooker, first pastor ol
the Winter Park Congregational
Church, and first president of Rollins College.
In addition to President Hooker, (1834-1904), the members of
-eEw". £. p. Woovgg.zi.J. pmsT PUMIBEjnthe charter faculty were Louise
Maria Abbott (1834-1917); Dr.
Nathan Barrows (1930-1900); Annie Waldron Morton, (1855-1891);
and William Webster Lloyd, who
was born in 1864 and is now living in Chicago, 111.
Mrs. John Rae's class in folk
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)
The tablet, according to an andancing entertained the college at (Continued from page 1, col. 7)
nouncement by Professor A. J.
an Assembly in Recreation Hall over Theological School and Gov
Fred
Lewis
Pattee,
prolessor
of
Hanna, chairman of the Semicenthis morning at 10:10 o'clock. The
tennial Committee of Rollins Col- American literature. Dr. William entire program was old English ernor David Sholtz will be the
lege, will be contributed by the Melcher, professor of business ad- folk dances. Mrs. Rae wishes it principal speakers at a meeting
ministration;
John
Rae,
instrucSunday evening in the Annie Rusmembers of the present faculty of
tor of art; Dr. Herbert Osborn, to be known that this program was sell Theatre.
the College.
not a real demonstration, but rathIn addition to this program there
Four of the five charter faculty prolessor ol entomology (winter er its purpose was to show what
members came from New England. term); Dr. Charles W. Stiles, pro- can be done in a short time with will be an historical exhibition in
President Hooker was born in lessor of zoology; and Dr. Joshiah people who have had little or no the Green Room of the Annie Russell Theatre, in the Carnegie LiPoultney, Vt., and Loui.sa Maria E. Spurr, consultant in geology.
Trustees included Irving Bachel- folk dancing.
brary and in the Thomas R. Baker
Abbott, head ol the preparatory
Museum.
department and teacher in the de- ler, Winter Park; William R. O'Neal,
Orlando;
Cornelius
A.
PugsNew York, N. Y.; Milton J. Warpartment of history and French,
ADVERTISE IN
was born in Burlington, Vt. Miss ley, Peekskill, N. Y.; Fritz J. ner, Pine Orchard, Conn.; and
THE SANDSPUR
Annie Waldron Morton, first prin- Frank and Dr. Henry A. Atkinson, Richard Lloyd Jones, Tulsa, Okla.
cipal ol the training department
and later professor of history, was remained only one year, but all of
a native of South Newmarket, N. the others each served Rollins
H. Dr. Nathan Barrows, first pro- many years.
The tablet will be unveiled on
lessor of mathematics, was bom
WINTER PARK
the site of the first faculty meetin Hartford, Conn.
FOR FOOD THAT'S DIFFERENT
Mr. Lloyd, the only living mem- ing fifty years ago to the day as a
ber ol the original faculty, was feature of the first day's program
born in S t Charles, 111. Mr. Lloyd of the three-day celebration.

Twenty Members of Folk Dancing Group Program This Week
Rollins Faculty in
Entertains College Ends Celebrations
Of Semicentennial
The 1935 Who's Who

ARNOLD'S RESTAURANT

CARBURETOR AND MOTOR TUNE-UP SERVICE

AL HUPPEL
SPECIALIZED AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
433-47 W . C e n t r a l A v e .
Orlando, F l o r i d a

For the Best in Food Stuffs

_ _.

MR, HONAAS PLANS
!EAR FOR CHOIR

Thames'

— j

MARKETESSEN

C. L. PRUYN
WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING
Frames and len.ses furnished for all types of Eye Glass
Fancy Shape Watch Crystals ground while you wait.
EAST PARK AVE., OPPOSITE DEPOT

T. G. LEE, DAIRY

W. C. Ford, Jr. (Rollins '29)
478 N. Orange Ave.
Across from Avalon Hotel
Phone 5828

We Solicit Yo

The Honor Roll for the entire
year 1934-35 includes the following
names: Robert Black, Jack Carter
Gulielma Daves, Marlen Eldredge,
Miriam Gaertner. Sally Hammond
Maxeda Hess. Barbara Hill. Grace
Hiteshew, Sally Limerick, Claudella JlcCrary. Ruth Melcher. Per
Oldham, Sterling Olmsted, Jean
Parker, Ullias Parker, Frances
Perpente, Jane Smith, Carol Val
entine, George Waddell, Lew Wai
lace. Helen Wellman, Marjorie
White, Robert Wise, and William
Woodhull.

Cash Award Offered
By Orlando Rotary
For Spanish Essays
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)
a duly appointed delegate of the
University of Cordoba, a second
member appointed by the Rotary
Club of that city, and a third to be
named by the other two.
A prize of ?250 in Argentine pa
per money will be given to the
second best.
The Rotary Club of Cordoba
serves the rgiht to publish the
winning essay without the pay
ment to the author for the privi
lege.

C a l e n d a r t o be Circulated on
Tuesdays and Fridays
Rollins College issues a calendar of weekly events on Tuesday
and Friday of each week. Il is for
the students and contains only of.
ficial notices which are put there
for the express purpose of being
read.
No other bulletin is available
for that particular need and it is
the lault of the student if he misses a certain meeting or event,
scheduled thereon, which he has
not read.
It is a simple matter to read
the Bulletin—copies of it are sent
to every dormitory and fraternity |
house and posted on the board in
Carnegie. The authorities greatly appreciate the interest and attention of the students along that
line and also request that notifications for club meetings, or any
other events of which an under,
graduate may be in charge, should
be handed into the Dean's office
before the respective Tuesday or
Friday in order that they may be
passed on by the office and put in
the calendar for the proper time.
Freshmen, upperclassmen, and
faculty should all remember that
this bulletin is printed to give the
current news. It is up to the student body to read it and profit
thereby.

W. S. JOHNSON
Winter Park's New Jeweler
EXPERT WATCH
REPAIRING MY
SPECIALTY

Home Town Concern

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Winter Park, Phone 413

Orlando. Phone 7690-7313

COMPLETE

LINE

Hamilton & Elgin Watches.
Ronson Lighters

THE MUSIC SHOPPE, INC.
22 East Church St.
Orlando, Fla
Musical I n s t r u m e n t s a n d Accessories
Also T e a c h e r s ' S u p p l i e s

Hadley Bracelets
Rollins C r e s t J e w e l r y
S a l e s & Service

Grover Morgan
COLONIAL STORE

Just Arrived!

Phone 402

NEW

SPORT
APPAREL
A p p r o v e d on
A n y Campus

Stationery Samples

O u r Cows A r e Milked in a P a r l o r
WE SERVE ROLLINS

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
Term of 1934-35 is as follow
John Beaufort. Alexandria Birkbeck. Robert Black. Jack Carter
Reginald Clough, Gulielma Daves
Milford Da\is. Marlen Eldredge
Maxeda Hess, Barbara Hill, Gract
Hiteshew, Marie Howe. Joseph
Howell. Sally Limerick, Claudella
McCrary. Sterling Olmsted. Jeai
Parker. Frances Perpente. Kath
leen Shepherd, Georgia Walling,
Helen Wellman, Marjorie White,
Malcolm Whitelaw. Robert Wise,
and William Woodhull.

BULLETIN TO BE
OUT BI-WEEKLI

The Students' Jeweler
F o r t h e big g a m e b r o a d c a s t s perfect r a d i o r e c e p t i o n
is n e c e s s a r y .
O u r service d e p a r t m e n t is equipped a n d t r a i n e d t o
r e p a i r s e t s correctly, t h u s a s s u r i n g you of s a t i s f a c tory reception.
W e g u a r a n t e e all r e p a i r w o r k .

RADIO SERVICE CO.
G r a d e A R a w Milk a n d C r e a m — Q u a l i t y P r o d u c t s

The Rollins A Cappella Choir is
looking fonvard to one of its banner years. There are twentythree new members who bring the
choir to an even fifty. Many of
the new members have had previous experience, but for those who
have not, there will be special
work in sight-singing, tone production and diction.
The work laid out for the year
by Mr. Honaas, its able director,
will include "The Requiem" by
Brahms; "The Finale" from "Die
Meistersinger" will be given at an
all-Wagner Organ Vesper; Hanad's "Messiah" will be given at
ihristmas, and "Saint Matthew's
Passion will be given during Holy
Week. Either Perry's "Blest Pair
of Syrens" or "The Spirit Also
Helpeth" by Bach, will be given
as well.
Lyman Greaves, the president
of the choir, is arranging many
concerts which will include appearances at Jacksonville, Miami, Atlanta, Tampa, St.
Petersburg,
Daytona, West Palm Beach, and
Mt. Dora. There ire to be several
radio broadcasts s well.
The list of the new members of
the choir includes H. Joy Billingsley, Alice Booth Helen Brown,
Mila Gibbons, Eleanor Giessen,
Genevieve Greer, Dorothy Haines,
Wilma Heath, Elizabeth Kennedy,
Ruth Mary Lincoln, Lilah Nelson,
Chesley Prioleau, Eleanor Roush,
Virginia Smith, Peggy Mary Witeley, John Clark, John Giltinan,
King MacRury, John Rae, Jr.,
Walter Royall, William Webb, Jr.,
William Wicker, and Joe Wilson.

Matriculation Oath
Administered By Dr
Holt at Convocation

P h o n e 7300, O r l a n d o

Chrysanthemums for Football Games
CALL

When in Need of Battery or Tire Service

CARUTHERS'

Violet Dell Florist
THE COLLEGE GARAGE

SAN JUAN HOTEL, ORLANDO
Free Delivery Service

Phone 4434

Gardinias, Orchids, Lilies of the Valley, and Rose Corsages.
FOR YOUR FORMAL DINNERS AND DANCES

Don't Forget
. . . We carry a complete line of Drugs,
Cosmetics and School Supplies.
. . . Of course you know about our wonderful fountain and sandwiches.

LUCY LITTLE'S FLOWER SHOP

stationery of distinction for the Rollins student at low cost. Our new line
features the Reliefograf process of
printing—you can't tell it from genuine
engraving and it costs only half as
much. Our representative will call on
you or you may see the samples at our
office—where the Sandspur is printed.

Phone 35
O u r N e w L i n e of
P F R R V n P T T

On State Highway No. 2

Sororities, F r a t e r n i t i e s , j u s t t h e place for y o u r
luncheons
Banquet Hall — Tea Room — Gift Shop — Rooms
Telephone 5461

SWEATERS

Christmas Cards
W I L L HE H E R E B Y N O V E M B E R

FIRST

O r d e r y o u r s e a r l y a n d avoid l a t e d e l i v e r y

HAMBURGERS

Henry Lander, Inc*

PERSONAL STATIONERY
INVITATIONS

FOR

SUDDEN SERVICE

AMERICAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANING CO.
Campus Agent—BILL CARMODY—Phone 39

$2.95

TWIN SWEATERS

The Orange Press, Inc.
Telephone No. 1

$2.95

$3.95

SKIRTS
$2.95
$3.95

T h e Smile F a c t o r y
P H O N E 101

$1.95

of Rabbit Hair

STUDENTS!
A h i g h l y specialized L a u n d r y a n d
D r y Cleaning Service—Don't t a k e
chances w i t h y o u r clothes.

Smart Colors in
Attractive Knits

403-405 W. Morse Blvd.

LOUIS'
N o r t h O r a n g e Ave.
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Inter-Racial Club
Holds Meeting At
Home of President

British Personalities the
Subject of Staff Member

The Inter-racial Relations Committee, headed by* Profesor France,
met at his home last Thursday the
24th to discuss carrying on the
work that was done last year.
There were 22 students present,
with Professors Clarke and Trowbridge.
Few people realize the work
that this group has done. The
group aided the Hungerford school
with money and equipment, the
colored grammar 'school with
books, food and equipment, and the
colored day nursery.
The committee organized a hospital committee to investigate the
general conditions in this section
of negroes who needed medical
care. The committee's next step
is to gather magazines and books
for needy families and the day
nursery. In this project they are
working in conjunction with the
Chapel Committee.
A definite date for the next
meeting has not been scheduled as
yet.

(Editor's Note: This is the third in a series of articles written
exclusively for the RolIin.s Sandspur by a member of the reportorial
staff who spent last summer travelijig through England and Scotland.)
In this article we wish to com-*
ment upon what we felt was one and fine type of world citizen can
Dr. Frank L. McVey, president
If you eould. what would be the first change you
of the most significant discoveries be developed.
of the University of Kentucky,
would made at Rollins?
of our past summer. Of course it
It is to be regretted that any
who will give the address at the
is to be understood by the reader group of people from a particular
Peter McCann—I advocate the addition of menus to the "BeanSemicentennial Convocation o n
that these articles are merely the country should become so subery"
of
complete
wine
and
cocktail
lists.
This
would
cerMonday, November 4, commemorpersonal
experiences
of
one
group
tainly make certain students come to breakfast.
merged in the international spirit
ating the opening of RoUins Colof American people and while cer- that they lose the color, characterDick Lee—Eliminate the promiscuous giving of scholarships
lege fifty years ago to the day, is
tain things happen to be tme in a istics and traditions of their own
and base the ones that are given on scholarship rather than
one of the nation's most eminent
particular
instance,
they
might
not
the desire to get all that applicant will pay, rather than
race. Nevertheless the reverse of
educators. He was president of the
be true generally.
such a situation where the interathletic ability, on competition rather than drag and on true
University of North Dakota eight
We observed that while there national spirit and understanding
need.
years before going to the Univerwas very distinctly the "typical is not present at all is a condition
sity of Kentucky as president in
Steve Bamberger—In my opinion no change would be made.
Englishman," and the "dyed in the that inevitably would lead to the
1917.
Rollins is the TOPS. (P. S. I hope the Deans see this.)
wool Scot" these personages, so troubles that have been continualDr. McVey has had a notable caAi Stoddard (after six years' observation)—To me the most
stamped as national types were ab- ly springing up between the nareer in education, economics, and
pressing innovation at Rollins is to properly instruct the
sent among the younger genera- tions of the world for hundreds of
public service. A native of Wilmfaculty as to Dr. Holt's "published" interpretations of the
tion. This might be said to be years in the past.
ington, O., he was graduated from
proper conduction of the so-called conference plan conceived
particularly true regarding ScotThe solution lies in a happy
Ohio Wesleyan University in 1893
ten years ago.
O^ f=-R.AUK.
tish young people. One had to medium between these two points.
with an A.B. degree, and from
Bus Greaves—Eliminate the stray dogs, prepossessed geniusdelve quite deeply to find any indi- And while such a point might have
Yale University in 1895 with the
es, sandspurs, collegiate freshmen and noisy transfers.
cation of a background or tradi- been regarded as somewhat of a
Ph.D. degree. The honorary dePaul Ney—Move the Art Studio to where the Conservatory is
tion radically different from that Utopian situation twenty or even
gree of LL.D. has been conferred
now and move the Conservatory to the middle of Lake Maitof our own. Many of the younger ten years ago, this past summer
upon him by Ohio Wesleyan, Uniland.
generation in the British Isles definitely imprinted on our minds
versity of Alabama, Transylvania
might well have been brought up one remarkable fact—that though
College, and Berea College
Next week's question: "What do you think of
in the United States as far as there is and may be troubles, unAs a contribution to the Rollins
He began his teaching career as
dutch dating?
their
appearances, conversation, rest and even war in the future,
Semi-centennial
Celebration
on
an instructor at Teachers College
interests and certain attitudes of still much progress is being made
of Columbia University in 1895 and Nov. 2, 3, and 4, Herman Siewert
mind are concerned. It was only towards a complete and nonthe next year he went to the Uni- announces a special Organ Vesin the older generation that the prejudiced understanding if not
versity of Minnesota where he was pers on Saturday, Nov. 2 at 5
well-known and expected traits between all the nations of the
successively instructor, assistant
and qualities of the various races world, at least between a certain
The program will include the
professor of economics until 1907.
were apparent.
percentage of the younger popuby
Wednesday, October 28
In Minneapolis he became promi- following: Suite Gothique
nently identified with civic affairs Boellman, Arioso by Bach, featurMarlen * Eldredge was elected 10:10 a.m. All-College Assembly featuring Folk dancing exhibition,
Perhaps this tendency to con- lation of each separate one.
Recreation Hall.
serving as president of the Asso- ing Leonard J. Krupnick, 'cellist. president of the German club at
form to one type is to be regretciated Charities from 1898 to 1907 Etude on the Old English Melody, the meeting held last Thursday 5:30 p.m. Organ Vespers, Knowles Memorial Chapel.
ted. It is admitted that somePATRONIZE
Saturday, November 2
and first chairman of the Minneap- Drink to me only with thine eyes" evening in the Speech Studio.
thing is lost with the passing of
OUR ADVERTISERS
olis Tax Commisison from 1907 to by Milford, Fileuse by Dupre, Other officers chosen at that time 10:00 a.m. First meeting of Semicentennial Program. Addresses by the gruff, shy and kindly type of
Dr. W. A. Shimer, Dr. Katherine R. Adams, and others, old Scot or the charming landed
1909, when he resigned to take the Meditation a St. Clotilde by PhilMarjorie Beisel, vice-presilip James, Serenade "Frasquita' dent, and the Suck twins, secreAnnie Russell Theatre.
presidency of the University
English gentleman. But certainly
by Lehar-Kreisler, Largo by Han tary and treasurer.
3:00 p.m. Unveiling of Plaque. Interlachen near Fairbanks ave.
North Dakota.
a better understanding will be the
T is the duty of every
del, with soprano solo by Aroxie
Over twenty people attended the 5:00 p.m. Special Organ Vespers Program. Knowles Memorial outcome of this growing similarDr. McVey will speak on "
Rollins student to patity between young people of the ronize our advertisers. Our
tional Trends" at the convocation Hagopian and violin obligato by first meeting and forty are expectChapel.
Gretchen
Cox.
The
final
number
ed to be on the roll by the next 8:15 p.m. Sec(Jnd meeting of the Semicentennial Program. Ad- various nations of the world. And advertisers make possible
which will be held at 10 A.
Monday, in Knowles Memorial will be Carrilon de Westminster by meeting.
dresses by Mr. J. S. Richards, President Daniel L. Marsh, it is only through the means of a your paper.
Vierne.
better
understanding
between
Chairmen were elected for five
Chapel.
and others, Annie Russell Theatre.
these younger people that anew American Laundry
At the usual Organ Vespers c committees, each of which will take 9:00 p.m. "X" Club All-College Dance. Dubsdread Country Club.
Wednesday Mr. Siewert choosi part in various programs. Mia
Al Huppel
Sunday, November 3
the following numbers for his si Rutz is head of the dancing, Lois 9:45 a.m. Chapel Service. Sermon by Pres. Emeritus W. L. Poteat
Andy's Garage
lections: Triumphal March o Riess of dramatics, Dante BergonArnold's Restaurant
of Wake Forest College. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
"Nundanket alle Gott" by Karg zi of individual performances in
Avalon Beauty Shop
. m. Men's pledging.
Elert, Overture to "Midsummer the way of music, Jack Carter of
. m. Services in Winter Park Churches.
Baggett's Service (StandNight's Dream" by Mendelssohn the German chorus, and Marlen
. m. Third meeting of Semicentennial Program. Addresses by
ard Oil)
The Phi Society announced the Pensee d'Autumne by Jongen, Ga- Eldredge of the lecturers.
Pres. E. C. Herrick and Gov. David Sholtz. Knowles
Baker's
Men's Shop
Lew Wallace is to be chairmen
membership of the following stu- vottee by Martini, Alt Wien by
Memorial Chapel.
Bell Bread
dents last Friday: Barbara Hill, Godowski, and Finale to Symph of refreshments, with Karl GoelBennett Electric Shop
Monday, November 4
ony
No.
4
by
Tschaikowsky.
ler to assist him. It was decided
Grace Hiteshaw, Marie Howe, BetBledsoe's Garage
9:30 a.m. Academic Procession to Knowles Memorial Chapel. Adthat dues will be 50 cents per term
ty Myers, Sands Showalter, Geordress by Pres. Frank L. MeVey.
Caruther's Florist Shop
to cover the cost of refreshments
ge Waddell, Lewis Wallace, Hal3:30 p.m. Unveiling of Plaques in Winter Park.
Celinda's Yarn Shop
and the rental of a suitable meetsey Whitelaw.
Charles Wright (Hairing place. Hazel Bowen was ap- 8:15 p.m. Football Game; Rollins vs. the University of Tampa.
The Rollins Chapter of the Phi
Tinker Field, Orlando.
dresser)
pointed
a
committee
of
one
to
find
Society was started during the
Chesterfield (Cigarettes)
place off campus where the club
past year. It is a national honorFifteen,
folder
type,
hand-colorCollege Garage
luld meet regularly as the Speech scheduled for last evening. The
ary organization, sponsored by
ed
cards
with
matching
envelMr. Davis, director of the Baker
Colonial Drug Store
opes! No two cards alike and
Phi Beta Kappa, and its purpose is Museum of Rollins College, arrived Studio is too small and no other cast has not yet been announced.
they're especially suitable for
place is available on the eampi
Davis Office Supply
to recognize scholarship ,accomWinter Park last Thursday,
messages from Florida — no
ACP—Some smart lad at Ni
Dickson-Ives (Department
plishment during the Freshman October 24. This is Mr. Davis's
snow scenes and such paraYork University has found a n^
Store)
year.
doxes.
second year in the service of Rolway
to
crib.
It
seems
that
notes
The Phi Society was organized
He began last year a vigorEda's Beauty Shop
written on spectacles or watchseveral years ago at Colgate,
program to enlarge the RolFrances
Slater (Dress
crystals in grapefruit juice beWestern Reserve, and Dennison.
Museum. He will continue
stationery—Street Floor
Shop)
comes visible when breathed upon.
\. selection has been made f
Since then it has spread to vari- , this program this year.
the
first
production
to
be
given
ous colleges and
universities
Gary's Drug Store
Mr. Davis is not a new resident
e Annie Russell Theatre eithi
throughout the country.
Gore and Kuhl Avenue
Graham Grover
of Winter Park. This is his fifth
I December 6th or 13th. The play
Ten members are chosen each year in Winter Park and his eighth
Orlando
Phone 6022
Grover Morgan (Jeweler)
ORLANDO
ill
be
"The
Goose
Hangs
High
year and ultimately, membership year in Florida. His native state
Johnson's
Jewelry Store
in the Phi Society at Rollins will is Massachusetts where he owns ' Lewis Beach, a comedy, dealing
Keene & Keene (Optombe recognized as a spui towards and operates an apple farm. ith the depression.
etrist)
Tryouts for the production \
the winning of a Phi Beta Kappa Through this work he developed
Quality
key.
Lander's Drug Store
an interest in antomology, an inT O SAVE YOU MONEY
terest that has flourished with the
Leedy's (Department
Store)
Williamstown, Mass., ACP—For passing years.
THREE
MINUTES'
DRIVE
FROM
THE
CAMPUS
Lee's Dairy
the first time in over a century,
JUST NORTH OF WINTER PARK
Williams college students are not
Little Dutch Mill (Barbebeing routed out of bed by 7:30 a. Fresh Salted Nuts of All Kinds
cue)
m. chapel bells. As a result of a Potter's freshly made chocoLouise Nut & Candy Shop
twenty-year war between under- lates, bon bons. and home
Louis' (Dress Shop)
graduates and the administration, made candies. Orders taken
Lucy Little (Flower Shop)
the board of trustees finally abol- for parties.
Mabel Wicht (Dress Shop)
ished compulsory daily attendance Louise's Nut & Candy Shop
ast Day Wednesday
Magic Novelty Shop
105 New England Ave., Ph. 79
at religi
DIAMOND JIM"
Meer's (Dept. Store)

"National Trends" Subject of
Convocation Address

(Each week t e inquiring reporter will ask representative
students their ipinions on pertinent questions.)

Herman Siewert to
Give Special Organ
Vespers Saturday

German Club Elects
Marlen Eldredge as
President for Year

CALENDAR FOR COMING WEEK

I

Phi Society, Honor
Organization, Has
Eight New Members

Select Your
Christmas
Cards Early

Mr. Davis, Director
of Rollins Museum
Returns to College

DO YOU NEED
MONEY?
To Buy or Sell Any
Used Car See

A Lewis Beach Play
To Be Given Soon

ROY SHAW

Box of 15-"50c

Yowell-Drew Co.

SERVICE

RENDEZVOUS BAR-B-Q

SANITARY
MEAT MARKET

Quality -:- Service

COLONIAL
Announcing the opening of the

MAGIC NOVELTY SHOP
t
Complete line of Jokes, novelties and favors for Sorority
and Fraternity parties.
132 N. ORANGE AVE.—ORLANDO

CHARLES WRIGHT
Hair Dresser
9 Washington Arcade
Orlando, Fla.
Phone 3522

DRUG STORE
Soda — Sandwiches
Cosmetics
PHONE 402

Strongest
Guarantee
Of Ice Cream
Quality

{ good news. We have jusi
installed the latest type ATLAS
Testing Equipment.
The new
Photo-test shows condition of each
jbattery cell at a glance. The Capacitest indicates the working ability
and condition of your battery in
terms you can readily understand.
Failure to keep your battery in good
condition will cause starting failures and other battery troublcB—^
especially in cold weather.
Your battery gives you no warning
before it breaks down—our battery
inspection service will.
Drop in tomorrow and have your
battery checked FREE.

zzling devastating
le of Titan-topped
A holiday of
music-filled

tun a n d
revelry.

"RED HEADS
ON PARADE"
with
JOHN BOLES

Baggetts Service
COLLEGE PHOTO SERVICE

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

"REILY" Photographer

Cor. E. Park & Fairbanks Ave.

Bill Whalen, Campus Agent, Phone 39

We Solicit Your Patronage
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners
"Established Half Century"
Winter Park Office
348 E. Park Ave.

LITTLE DUTCH MILL

SPECIAL

HALLOWE'EN
MIDNITB SHOW
Thursday Night 11:30
Guaranteed fun with a
special preview showing
of
DICK

POWELL
RUBY

No. Orange Ave.

Phone
418

KEELER
"Shipmates Forever"

Extra
"Poor Little Me"
Cartoon in Color

BABYjCiRAND

Midwest Radio
Music Shoppe Inc
O'Neal Branch
Orange Buick Sales
Orange Colonial Hotel
Orange Laundry
Orlando Steam Laundry
Otis Mote (Men's Shop)
Paula's Restaurant
Perrydell (Tea Room)
Pete the Tailor
Pruyn (Jewelry Store
Radio Service Co. (Auto
Radios)
Reily (Photographer)
Remington-Rand (Office
Supplies)
Rendezvous (Barbecue)
Ritz Beauty Salon
Rollins Press
Sanitary Meat Market
Schwob (Clothiers)
Sears-Roebuck
Shaw, Roy (Used Cars)
Shell Station
Southern Dairies (Ice
Cream)
Sparks' Theatres
Steve's Garage
Thames (Marketessen)
Winter Park Insurance
Agency
Yowell-Drew (Department
Store)
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The Townsend Plan

Published Weekly by Undergraduate Students
o£ Rollins.

That ill-conceived project of one of
America's still living demagogues, Dr. Francis E. Townsend, is beginning to get notice
again as his clubs throughout the country
meet and make plans. Leaders of the movement, meeting in Chicago, promised the
convention that they would win no later
than 193»3. Meanwhile leaders in this state
decided to bring their groups together for a
Florida convention in Orlando within tha
next month. On Sunday, citizens of central
Florida gathered to listen to a radio address
by the leader and founder of the program.
The American people are not entirely human in that they are always after something
for nothing. That characteristic was the
backbone of Huey Long's "share-the-wealth"
idea. It was the reason for the recent controversies over the payment of the soldiers'
bonus. It is the reason why millions of
farmers throughout the country last week
voted their approval of the A.A.A. It was
the reason for the great popularity of the
"chain letter" rage. It lies behind more
movements than one could attempt to
enumerate.
It is the sole theory behind the Townsend
Plan. Naturally Mr. Townsend has a large
hearing and naturally his clubs increase in
popularity a million-fold when people over
60 realize that they may be paid $200 a
month for the rest of their Hves.
They do not stop to think of what such an
act would do to the currency of the nation.
They do not care about that. They are interested only in their own pensions. If all
the pensions were paid that they demanded,
the United States would have to close up its
books so quickly and so thoroughly that all
of the recovery programs in the world could
never revive the nation.

1894

ESTABLISH

WITH

T H E FOLLOWIN-O

EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, wellrounded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
peer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon investigation
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.
1935

Member

1936

f^socided (jolle6ide Press
Distributor of

Golle6iate Di6est
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce;
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
T E L E P H O N E 187

National Adevrtising Representative:
NATIONAL, ADVERTISING SERVICE. INC.
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Subscription Price; By mail anywhere in the
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for
two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
November 24,
Parli, Florida
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Freedom and the College Press
Last week a member of a college newspaper in this state was reprimanded for
editorializing in a signed sports article. In
columns or in signed articles writers have
the privilege of criticizing or commenting as
much as they wish. We venture to state
that no sports article ever appeared in which
the writer failed to pick the outstanding
player. The writer also usually relates the
weakness of the losing team. He is correct
in taking advantage of his privilege.
The main point to us is the freedom of
the college press. Why was this student
shelved for acting within his rights? He
was shelved because in the college concerned
student writers do not enjoy the freedom of
the press. Their articles are read and censored by administration officials. If they
make derogatory statements concerning
sacred institutions, they are likely to be removed.
This lack of freedom in the colleges can
be remedied. It can be remedied in this
state. Both the Florida Alligator and the
Rollins Sandspur are members of the same
press association. The Florida Intercollegiate Press Association is defunct for practical
purposes because its obligations are not fulfilled. Its duties end with an annual convention.
If it were an organization worthy of its
name, it would take a stand on this situation.
It would take steps to remove politics from
the publications. It would act to take the
authority of the member papers out of the
hands of the college administrations.
We feel that there is no greater power of
college undergraduates than their newspaper. And yet in most institutions the
newspapers are bound by the strongest
shakles. Colleges would prosper in the long
run if every student journal were given a
free hand. The college newspaper should
be a dynamic force, however small its circulation may be. At this college we are not
troubled with constant censorship.
The
administration should demand that it always
remain so. In that way, and in that way
only, can the students produce a newspaper
that is real and alive, and not publicitysoaked and stagnant.

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

THE HALLOWE'EN SPECTRE'S GRIM COMPETITOR

10 the Rollins Sandspur:
Realizing that with this coming
Armistice Day we as Students and
Youth are faced more than ever
before since 1918 with the possibi)ity of another world war from
hich it will be well nigh impossible for the United States to long
jin a non-participant, the student divisions of the Young Man's
Lind Young Women's Christian
.Associations have initiated the call
for a two hour "Mobilization of
Students Against War" to begin
at eleven o'clock on the nearest
school day to Armistice Day. This
call has also been endorsed, so far,
the following of other national
•student organizations:- the National Student
Federation of
•rica, the Student League For
Industrial Democracy, The National Student League, the Committee
on Militarism in Education, The
National Council of Methodist
Youth, and the Y'outh Division of
the American League Against
War and Fascism.

The Freshman Committee
One of the highlights of our first year at
Rollins was the freshman committee.
It
was a strict group. It had complete authority over the incoming class. When it told
the incoming class to do something the order was carried out in a hurry. There were
numerous penalties for freshmen who disobeyed the rules set by the committee. The
penalties were different from the ones we
see now. They were not as pleasant. Freshmen were not hazed, but they were made to
know that they were freshmen.
Last week at "stunt night," not "freshman court," all of these thoughts came back
to us. We felt sorry for the freshmen. For
we felt that after the term is over, they will
not have any respect for the upperclassmen
and little, perhaps, for the college. They
may even wonder what all the "stunts" were
about. Certainly they can never feel that
they were penalties. They may even wonder about the intelligence of their superiors.
The one thought that stood above all the
others was more or less disgraceful. We
think that the freshman class is extremely
meek. It is one of the meekest we have run
across. But its meekness is only superseded
by the magnanimous meekness of the committee in charge of the freshmen.

STUDENT
OPINION

Footnotes

h.anilA

Items

Rollins students, who last year
participated in the nation-wide
tudent strike against war, which
[rew 185,000 students out of their
lass rooms in the largest display of anti-war sentiment America has ever seen, will welcome
this "Student Mobilization for
Peace" inaugurated by the Y's.
All students who have constructive plans or ideas as to the best
form of action to be taken here
and those who are anxious to be
active in making the "peace mobilization at Rollins as effective as
possible, are urged to attend the
first meeting for this year of the
Social Problems Club, when the
matter will be thoroughly discussed and initial plans drawn up.
The date of the meeting will be
announced on the bulletin boards
and in the the Sandspur.

Nineteen colleges
ities are giving pi.—.. to
- those
Dniors who acquire the most in- ing golf shots.—Bri
and White,
Rushing begins. Throats get cut. Freshmen get flattered. Fresh- n-esting library during their colLehigh U.
men get hurt. Dirty rushing begins (Pan Hei gives advice). No lege years.—Crimson & White.
work is done. It's worse than Friday night, worse than Convocation,
"A Freshman aspires to bo;
almost as bad as Semi-Centennial celebrations, but it lasts only a
The human race has grown a
week and not two years. Music, beer, tennis, more beer, and a good full two inches in average height Captain ot the football team,
time had by all and rushing will pass. Some like it; some don't like during the last century.—U. of On a publication.
Smart as a senior.
it but we all go through with it, and Sunday has to come someday.
Alabama.
Dressy as a Junior,
rampant that
There is a
other of the boys from Rollins
But after a successful year is—
,he happy morons Barr and Bond
Hall went on a budget. The idea I think that I shall never si
A
sophomore.
lie going to w,rite this this week.
as to spend one dollar for n A co-ed lovely as a tree,
—Notre Dame Scholastic
They even asked us if they could
A
tree
whose
limbs
are
brown
and
hole week. When we last heard
and we said yes, with our blessbare,
of the plan they were on their
Among other crimes, a freshman
ings. As yet no copy has been resecond day. One was broke, one And has no dandruff in her hair; at San Mateo Junior College dare
ceived so we're going ahead all by
had thirty cents, and another was A tree whose head is never pressed not be found "queening". "Queenourself. The dirt they'd sling
debt four beers. We don't Against someone else's manly
ing" may be defined as being too
probably couldn't be printed anybreast;
know if Ted Reed was in on this
familiar with college women. "Too
how, but if they turn anything
or not, but he's the only person A tree who never wants a meal.
familiar" may be defined as holdin at a later date we'll try to get
we know who can stretch a dollar And never tries to make you feel ing a conversation of more than
it in next week, so watch your step
through a whole week and two As if you were a lowly heel.
one minute with a college woman
ladies and spill nothing to a
.slot machines and still have two Co-eds are made like fools you
on the campus.
charming ear, for Bond and Barr
dollars left.
are 'fearless under our by-line and
—Los Angeles Junior Collegian
Carrying out the Kollins plan as But it makes little difference.
are apt to be nasty, too.
—Purdue Exponent.
they saw it were Jane Beauchamp,
II Duce says Italians need room
Convocation is like Xmas, but
Jerry Collinson, Ruth Myers and
unfortunately it comes more often
The height of rushing procedure for expansion. Maybe he could
Jack MacGaffin. Bridge on ihe
than once a year. Cap and gown
seems to have been reached here in buy a little plot of ground somecampus in the open air with the
ill become many a hopeful student,
the Valley. It seems that last where with the money he is using
trees around and everything is a
but it's one way of finding out who
week one of the Lafayette fraters to arm and train soldiers for his
point for future sales talks. Wt
is in the upper division. One new
was seen chasing balls for a African ajtpedition.
A complete and thorough boycott upon faculty member said that he felt never did find out who won, bul freshman rushee who was practic—Oklahoma Daily
Italy has been established by the League of as though he were being married that is of no importance. Forget'
ing
sandspurs
for
the
moment
this
Nations. The delegates of various countries in a mass ceremony as he stood
will reassemble tomorrow in Geneva to de before the alter clutching the is a great idea.
Rat Court has returned to Rec
cide when the suggested embargo shall be hand of a frightened -woman whil
put into effect. This is actually the first Dr. Holt read the ceremony. The Hall with improvements, and the
session
was short enough to all
affair
was
really
quite
impressive
drastic and courageous step the League has
the boys to go to the wrestling
taken in the present crisis. What its out- and it gave the camera man J
matches afterwards.
Matthews
In the Rollins
Sandspur
chance
to
catch
the
entire
faculcome wiU be is an uncertain question. It
ty together and in a respectable with makeup could get into Cloveris improbable that the Itahan-Ethiopian war
attire. Dr. Bailey had a tie on, leaf anytime he liked. Gillespie
will be brought to an immediate end by this which should prove the far reach- couldn't get in the choir though Eleven Years Ago.
lins may be connected with the St.
move, but its duration is apt to be greatly ing effects of this institution.
no matter how hard he rowed
It is hoped that the stray sheep Johns River and the rest of the
world by water.
lessened.
Last week saw the introduction Dorothy Friedman was worried for which has been hanging out
The most interesting individual
around Cloverleaf will either take
Certainly the chances of continued ag- of a new feature in the "Sand- fear she's have to drink her
up its abode somewhere else, or sport for girls is archery. Every
gression on Italy's part are less than they spur". A poem by an unknown at the end of three days, so
Monday and Friday afternoon the
were three weeks ago when hostilities start- writer appeared on the society changed them every day. We hear stop walking up and down the thud of the arrows is hard hitting
Levine borrowed her breakfast sidewalk about five-thirty every
ed. If the nations cooperate in the attempt page. We are looking forward
the bull's eye. Archery is decidgown from Warren Goldsmith, but morning, waking everybody up.
to starve Italy into ceasing military prog- to more rhymed reason from the we won't swear to it. How the Cosmetics are neither valuable edly a graceful sport and most insame
source
this
week.
SpeculaT^
ress, it will be the first point that can be
triguing.
tion as to whom the anonymous Rat Committee ever managed to nor useful to the fair sex, accordTwo Years Ago
chalked up for the internationalists.
poet may be is running high. overlook Jack Clark for flagrant ing to the decision of the judges
Quoting Ralph Adams Cram:
debate.
So far in this country the newspapers Anyone obtaining definite informa- insubordination we will never be at the inter-freshman
able to figure out. But on the Though two of the boys, beautiful- Knowles Chapel is not patterned
have not given the League an outside chance tion will please apply to us.
whole the Rat Committee seems to ly painted and dressed up as co- after any other church in the
of success. The Hearst Press, in particular,
This event belongs more properhas been outspoken, as usual, in its attacks ly to the sports page, but we re- have matters well in hand, and eds, put up a verbal battle royal, world. It is Colonial Spanish modified by the United States and
on the League. If the League should turn mark on it here because we no- they sure make this Freshman they were not able to convince the
Florida. The lectern was carved
class work harder than any we've judges.
around at this time and offer some practical ticed that "Toy", much to his
A golf club is being organized in Spain, the candlesticks are from
credit,
was
not
present
when
the
solution, the eyes of the people of the United
Soc Chakales, the inquisitive re- which will start on a road trip France, one of the tapistries is a
thing was pulled off. The climax
States might be reopened.
duplicate of one in the Vatican at
of Friday, topping Convocation, porter, came up to us during a soon. Not many have joined, but
At least the latest move is decidedly one
meal
in Beanery and naturally a large membership is not expect- Rome, and the stained glass winbuffet suppers, and even football,
for the better. With full cooperation on the was a bloody brawl between Gar- found us in a bad mood. Before ed, as the club plans to be ex- dows are American made.
part of all the World, a halt may yet be rigues and Barington, fought as anyone gets us wrong may we clusive. Plenty of benches have
This last week we have been obbrought to Mussolini's plans. It is more or fights should be fought, in a barn. say we tried to get a seolarship been provided along the golf serving fraternity rushing and we
cannot avoid a comparison between
less a last attempt at stopping the war, The crowd gathered round to the ourself and failed, so our first sugit and the hectic two weeks rushbut it may prove successful. War has not persuasive notes of Kelly's clar- gestion for the improvement of
Five Years Ago
ing of the sororities.
The men,
yet thoroughly enshrouded the World. There ion voice while he announced that Rollins was abolishment of scholRoUins is forty-five years old judging from the calm looks and
are still aspects of mankind's return to sen- the main event would be staged in arships. And until we get one
quiet behavior, seem to be enjoywe're
going
to
be
a
Capitalist.
Aftoday.
Due
to
the
absence
of
public
with
only
the
preliminaries
sibility and understanding.
fought in the back room. The ter we get one we'll be all for the President Holt, who is in New ing it.
{York City, no formal observance
It would be entirely fitting for
prelims were an elimination to revolution.
I of the anniversary took place,
the collegiate aggregate in the
see
who would be the referee. ODDS & ENDS
"The main drawback about war is the
Lonsdale's speedboat . . . a re- j In accordance with the recently bleachers to make some noise and
fact that the taxpayer always gets licked." MacGaffin won the prelim on a
established
Rollins custom of show they are there. What's the
—Florida Times Union. Yes; the taxpayer foul. To get back to the main mark overheard at Chris's Friday forming a new club on campus
matter with the gang around
event, it was gory. Gary took the night that Homan looks better as
gets licked, the league gets licked, both nafirst fall, Jack the second and the a big shot than with his knees every week, one of the unique type here? Too old to take a chance
tions get licked, the budgets get licked, the Bam won the fight on a foul when
covered . . . Bamberger playing was created Saturday afternoon, on irretrievably ruining its social
party in power gets licked, the soldiers get he, in pursuit of his duty, was "Rhapsody in Blue" . . . Bragg its purpose being to clear away status by some hearty cheering?
licked, and the munitions manufacturer gets pinned under both contestants.
rolling five aces . . . Bartlett's so- the tangled mass of floating hya- You need have no fears—"it's becinths in Snake Run so that Rol- ing done."
dividends.
Barington again, and several ciety dirt column.
By R. H. LEE

Hopes of Peace

Yesterday-

^

r
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Gamma Phis Begin
Series of Weekly
Teas Wednesday
Gamma Phi Beta Sorority held
its first tea of the year on Wednesday, October 23, in honor of the
visiting Province Director, Mrs.
Virginia Potter Weed.
Other guests present besides the
active members and new plec
were: Dean Sprague, Miss Enyart,
Mrs. Fitch, Mrs. Schultz, Mrs,
Tuttle, Miss Leuter, Miss Brown,
Laura Lou Lincoln, Nancy Gant,
Jane Smith, Frances Southgate,
Jane Harding, Jean Plumb, Jane
Sensenbrenner, Dot Lou Goell
Mary Flaherty and Florence KelJey.
This was the first of a series of
teas which the Gamma Phis hold
weekly throughout the school year.

Beard and George
Holt Go North on
Student Campaign
Dr. Beard and George Holt left
Monday for the north on a student
campaign. Dr. Beard will speak in
preparatory schools in New England, New York, and Pennsylvania.
George Holt's itinerary will take
him through Illinois, Kentucky,
Indiana, Minnesota and Ohio. Both
will be gone over a month, speaking two or three times a day.

Tea Held in Honor
Of New Professors
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Holt
honored the incoming
faculty
members with a tea Saturday afternoon, October 26, at their home
on New England Avenue.
Other guests invited besides the
new faculty were the adminstrative officers. Mrs. Campbell and
Mrs. Anderson poured.

Four Students on
Traffic Black List
In compliance with the Sandspur's "Safe Driving Campaign",
public notation will be made from
now on regularly of those students
violating the traffic regulations.
Up to date four students have
been given tickets: John Bullock,
Emily Showalter, Howard Showalter, and Dorothea Breck. The
charge in each case was the violali4on of parking zones.

THE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

VERSIFIED VIEWPOINTS

SOCIAL MICMLIGHTS

The Anti-Beanerians

We're thankful for the action of Messiah Richard Lee
In challenging that bully, Mister Steward Haggerty.
We're sick of eating squashes and we weary by the hour
Of masticating branches of the toughest cauliflower,
We abominate the service and we feel that we must say
That the food's not put before us in an appetizing way.
We're dejected and we're hungry but we've sworn with bated
Rat Court convened Tuesday,
breath
October 22, in Recreation Hall to
That instead of eating Commons' food we'd rather starve to death. confer just punishment to twentyone freshmen found guilty of conThe Pro-Beanerians
tempt of previous court rulings.
We are shocked and deeply wounded by the scurrilous attacks
Judge Rogers presided throughout
Made by certain Rollins gourmets in front of all our backs.
the session.
We delight in eating cabbage and that gooey Irish stew
Because of his statement in the
We shudder at variety and think that you should too.
Sandspur, Rat Weiss was ordered
No matter if the rolls are cold, the pie crust almost killing
to carry a pump for the next three
Its better than no rolls at all and more than twice as filling.
days bearing the words "Hot Air".
So we are not complaining and are sure if you should roam
In the manner of Lady MacBeth,
You couldn't find such wholesome meals—not even back at home. one rat was required to appear at
breakfast in a long flannel nightWe Eaterians
gown carrying a lighted candle.
We docile ones who calmly sit and chew what we are given.
Several of the freshmen were
Who dumbly stare and blink and nod, are lucky to be livin'.
ordered to bring bags of sandspurs
For if the management saw fit and wanted to get mean
taken from Harper Shepherd Field.
What's stopping them from pouring in a portion of strychnine ?
One Freshman was required to
carry a raw egg with him until the
autographs of the Presidents of
the seven Sororities were on it.
Because of her failure to do an
English Country dance in court
one freshman was ordered to carry
Miss Geraldine Hanna McGregor
The first laboratory production a supply of cornflakes to be given
of Tampa, a second-year student of the year will be presented in away one at a time.
at Rollins College, has won the Recreation Hall on November 5th.
The other freshmen whose conU. D. C. medal for the best essay
The cast is made up of dramatic ducts were not up to the standard
on Sidney Lanier written by a students. This play will be under set by the Upper Classmen, were
Florida college student, it was an- the direction of Quelielma Daves.
dealt out punishment according to
nounced here today. The prize is
Passes for the performance may their offenses.
offered annually by the United be obtained from Dr. Fleischman.
Daughters of the Confederacy.
Miss McGregor, who was graduated from Hillsborough High in
Tampa, is a cousin of the poet
about whom she wrote. She is a
member of the Kappa Kappa GamThe burial ceremony for SouthThe "X" Club will be hosts to
ma sorority at Rollins.
the college at an all-college dance eastern Louisiana, put on by the
Frosh,
turned out to be a touch of
Saturday night, November 2 from
nine to twelve. The dance will be irony. Just before the game, the
given at the Dubsdread Country "rats", preceded by the Rollins
goat, conveyed the remains of
Club in Orlando.
Southeastern Louisiana to their
Dr. and Mrs. Stone and Prof,
final resting place. A long moanand Mrs. Howard will act as chaping cheer, followed by taps, comThe members of Pi Beta Phi fra- erones for the evening.
pleted the service.
ternity entertained at a buffet supper last Friday night at the chapBetween the halves, about fifty
ter house in honor of their
Frosh clad in white, lined up and
marched across the field, to the
Louisiana stand, giving a cheer
Invited guests, aside from active
and forming the letter "L". Movmembers of the sororities, pledges,
The Florida Gamma Chapter of ing across to the Rollins stand
and their escorts, were: Harriet
Begole, Elizabeth Skinner, Ann Pi Beta Phi fraternity announced they gave two cheers.
Whyte, Alice Byron, Fay Bigelow, the formal pledging of Miss EvePATRONIZE
Priscilla Smith, Arline Brennan, lyn Smith of St. Louis, Missouri,
on Saturday, October 26.
OUR ADVERTISERS
and Mrs. V. R. Smith.

Freshmen Undergo
Third Court Before
The Upperclassmen

Miss McGregor of
First Student Play
Rollins Wins Prize
Will Be Presented
on Sidney Lanier
In Recreation Hall

"X" Club to Give
All-College Dance

Freshmen Perform
Last Friday Night
In Touch of Irony

Actives of Pi Phi
Give Small Supper
For Pledges Friday

Miss Smith Pledged
To Pi Beta Phi Sat.

Men's Rushing and Parties
Among Events of This Week

DANCE GIVEN BY

By Leah Jeanne Bartlett
Another week—and now we are really in the midst of rushing, or
should we say the boys are? It's a question in many minds during
rushing whether the girls rush more for the boys or the boys for the
girls. That old classic, "Well, if I had a sister I'd want her to go to
Rho Damma"—Or "if I had a brother here I'd beg him to go—" is
loaded with tradition but still potent.
The Rho Lambda Nu's deserve'
brenner over to Dayt(
honorable mention for their last
week end. The Spenct intend to
two social events—we missed the
winter at the beach.
open house but from all reports
Saturday night the Kappa's
it takes tops, and the dance was
honored their pledges at a buffet
really fine.
supper at the house. Mrs. McKean
Don Bond (or we should say was the only one present besides
Juan) seems to take that old adage the actives and pledges.
concerning variety being the spice
The lake seems to be a popular
of life just too, too seriously. It place these nights—we have our
seems that on Friday night Don doubts if it is as popular with
realized that he was all dated up Ruth Lincoln and Fred Weiss as
for Saturday night—with five fair previous to Sunday night. They
Rollins maidens—so to prove he were out in the great dark night
had the best of intentions he tore having a lovely time canoeing—
off to Gainesville and went date- when a wind came along and upless all week end (we know 'cause set them. Luckily Turk and Wilda
we were with him).
Schmidt were close by and fished
Speaking of Gainesville — about them out—with great effort we
half of Rollins was seen at the are told.
game and elsewhere.
Ruth ArArthur Dear and Dot Breck are
rant and Becky Bumby, from the at it again—this time it was a piclatest reports may still be up and nic supper last Sunday night on
there. Betty Winant, Soc Chak- the top deck of the diving tower.
ales, Coach McDowall and wife, Everything was perfect for a litMillie Muccia and countless others tle private feast—the only discrepwere seen around.
ency came in the form of Jack
McDowell gained a bit of public- Makenson who completed the parity when our landlady up in ty. The question in mind is
Gainesville came up to us with a whether he was chaperoning or
picture "of dear little Jackie at just looking for one of his canoes.
What Rollins needs is a good
the age of three" (he had his chin
soap box orator—subject: "Class
sticking out even at that age).
Last
The Chi Omega's gave a small distinctions at beanery".
informal tea last Saturday after- Tuesday night while the rer.t of
noon and invited PrisciUa Eveleth, us ate our HAM—our next table
Chez Prioleau, Peggy Whitely and neighbors, the "X Clubers"—enMary Gulnac. Chez and Priscilla joyed a fine roast of beef! Our
went tearing home for the week cry is ham or no ham—we want
end as soon as classes were out so all beef or no beef. (We heard
they had ham, beef and TURthey really had a tea for two.
Gordon Spence arrived this last KEY—but think that a bit too
eek. W e ;
all
d at much to believe).—if that's true
this point that he really took the we should all rise up to arras.
the
rbara Pars
'35,
fatal step because he brought his
bride with him. Mrs. Spence training class of Arthur Murray's
stayed over at the Kappa Alpha Dancing School in New York City,
Theta house Thursday and Friday preparatory to teaching there.
night and then took Jane Sensen- Her address is 60 West 53rd St.

Colonial Orange Court Hotel
Scene of Entertainment
The student body was the guest
of Rho Lambda Nu fraternity at
an all-college dance Tuesday night,
Catcher 28, at the Colonial Orange
Court Hotel in Orlando.
Rho Lambda Nu is petitioning
Sigma Nu this year. Members of
the Sigma Nu chapters at the University of Florida and Stetson, the
Pennsylvania Inspector of the fraternity, as well as, twenty-seven
Sigma Nu alumni from Orlando
attended.
A banquet was given at the Orange Colonial Hotel before the
dance for a group of sixty-five
men including: chapter members,
Sigma Nu's and rushees.
Paul
Parker, President of the fraternity acted as toast master, while
Dr. Holt and Dean Anderson were
the main speakers.
Music was furnished for the
dance by the University of Florida Clubmen.
Mrs. Swengle and Miss Patterson acted as chaperones for the
evening.

Open House Held By
Rho Lambda Nu For
Students and Faculty
Rho Lambda Nu fraternity entertained at an open house last
Saturday evening, October 26.
Dancing was enjoyed by the
guests, who were privileged to
select their own selections. Those
not interested in dancing were entertained by playing ping pong.
Punch was served during the
evening.
Mrs. Swengle, Rho
Lambda Nu house mother, chaperoned.
Professor Welch, Bowdoin college, solemnly announces: "Examinations are as harmful to the intellect as liquor and women."

Hallowe'en. "The Ghosts Walk"
All kinds of pretty things being
"spirited" into

Mabel Wicht's Gown Shop
Jefferson Court Hotel
Orlando, Fla.

Celinda's
FINE YARNS
TIOGA — BERNAT
New Fall Hosiery
Handknit Suits to Order
1 Wash'ton St. Arcade, Orlando

Avalon Beauty
Salon

Ihey aint stream lined
or air conditionedhut they sure are mild
and they sure got taste

Specializing In AU Its Branches
Lucille Luther
Eula Plunk
480 N. Orange Ave., Orlando
Phone 7722

Keene & Keene
Optometrists and Manufacturing Opticians
"See Keene for Keen Sight"
102 N. Orange Ave., Orlando
Phone 4967

MAJLORY
UKolcahoui
This "light-as-a-feather"
bat will certainly tickle
jrour fancy.

. . . made of
mild ripe tobaccos , , ,
we believe Chesterfields will add a lot
to your pleasure.

R.C. BAKER, INC.

UGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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Tampa Guard

IIIRS BOW 10
18-0 OEFEIII
Southeastern Louisiana
Spectacular Victor
Friday Night

During the first period the Tars
appeared to have a chance of
overcoming their heavy, hard-hitting opponents, but in the third
quarter their spirits were obviously gone and without the excellent
defensive work of Bob Howe who
continually broke up Louisiana
runs, the score would have been
much more top-heavy than the
19-0 which it was, Rollins worst
defeat in two years.
The high point and turning
point of the game came late in
the second quarter when Miller
took Gastmeyer's punt on his own
ten and ran through the entire
field for seventy yards to the visitors' twenty.
With the ball inside their ten
yard line, Louisiana was penalized
to the three for roughing and a
score seemed a foregone conclusion. But Howe, driving into the
line, fumbled the ball and the visitors recovered on their own five
to start a ninety-five yard race to
touchdown.
Under the shadow of the goal
posts with the half about to end,
the Tars were caught napping
when on the next play Hart reversed to Galloway who shoveled a
lateral to Gastmeyer for the touchdown as the half ended. King's
placement for extra point was low
and the teams retired for the rest
period with Rollins trailing 6-0.
It was early in the second half
that Louisiana took the ball from
a beaten team for a walk to its
second score.
Galloway intersepted Murray's pass on the Rollins thirty-nine. Wallace passed
to Gastmeyer on the seventeen.
Galloway hit right tackle for five
and Gastmeyer made three before

COLONIAL
ORANGE
COURT
GRILL ROOM

Ray Hurn, who tips the scales
at 233 and towers six feet four
inches skyward, will start the
game for the visitors on Tinker
Field during the Rollins Homecoming.
Wallace plunged into the line for
first down on the five. Hart took
the right tackle route for the
score. King's placement struck
the uprights.
In four plays the visitors were
able to bring the ball from their
own 9 yard line to midfield where
Gastmeyer passed to Strobel on
the twenty for a thirty-three yard
gain, i't took Galloway one play
over right tackle to score and
King's placement was good, leaving the final score at 19-0.
The statistics show little to
counteract the impression of the
score. Miller was effectively bottled up and met in Gastmeyer and
Galloway two backs of his own
calibre. Starting from
scrimmage the Tars accounted for only
nine first downs, gaining 101
yards, to their opponent's 11 first
downs and 212 yards gained.
The line-up follows:
Rollins
S. E. La.
Powell
Strobel
le
Greaves
Costanzt
Mobley
Imbrafuglio
Goodwin
Pendarvis
Argyris
Wilson
Baker
Thomas
Scanlon
King
Miller
Hart
Howe
Galloway
Gastmeyer
Murray
Carmody
Wallace
Rollins
S. E. Louisiana
6 13
Touchdowns: Gastmeyer, Hart,
Galloway.
Extra point: King,
placement.
Officials: McMaster,
referee; Davis, umpire; Mitchell,
headl
Patro

• advertisers.

Bennett Electric
Shop
ALL KINDS OF LAMPS
New Stock of Victor and Blue
Bird Records.
242 E. Park Ave.
Phone 79

BUICK
CADILLAC
PONTIAC

The 13 to 17 victory of the
Tampa U. Spartans over the Huriicane Eleven of Miami University Friday night is assurance of a
fighting opponent for the Rollins
Tars at Orlando, November 4.
Tampa scored two touchdowns in
the first and second periods, due to
halfback Rodriguez' broken field
dashes of 30 yards for the Spartans' initial score and 15 for the
second. Cox proved to be a sophomore kicking sensation. Glogoski of Miami kicked successively
and Boney crossed the Orange goal
after three eflforts from the one
yard line.
Monday evening will mark the
third clash of the Tampa and Rollins gridders. Coach Nash Higgins will bring his Spartans,
smarting under the 6-2 defeat
handed them last season, with his
team from 1934 still intact and
two or three deep in each position.
The visitors' team, boasting Cox
and Rodriguez, will have to stop
the sensational runs of George
Miller. Tampa and Rollins are
given an excellent chance to carry
off the honors of the "Little Four"
championship.

GIRLS'SPURTS TO
START NEXT WEEK
Keen Competition Expected
With Newcomers in Field
The sports world for women at
Rollins has been greatly enhanced
with the addition of several new
students who have proven themselves outstanding in
various
fields.
On the basketball court are six
outstanding forwards, Chesley Prioleau, Eileen Gallagher, Emily
Oldham, Caroline Crosby, Polly
Raoul and Marylin Tubbs. Their
valuable experience is going to
add to the competition in intramurals which will begin the first
week in November.
Tennis is going to be better than
ever this year with Carolyn Barrett and Chesley Prioleau playing
for the Rollins co-ed team. Both
girls have demonstrated great
ability on the courts.
The tap dancers this year have
Florence Kelley, R u t h Camra
Mary Acher and Harriet Begole in
the class. These girls should be
good material for the musical comedy tentatively scheduled for the
winter term.
Eileen Gallagher has shown
great ability as a diver, an athletic accomplishment that has long
been lacking among the women.

Delicious Food

Sorority and
Fraternity Parties

WE SOLICIT YOUR
BUSINESS

FOOD VALUE

Orange Buick
Pontiac Co.
330 N. Orange

GARY'S

Fred M. Floyd

MILUONAIBESI

Shell Station

T H K MAItCH O F T I M E

123 Morse Blvd.

Personal Christmas Cards
THE

Remington Rand Ageney

310 East Parli Ave.

2 Piece Knit Suits
at $4.95

j

lypewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service

New Portables, S39.50 to $62.50
All Makes Used Typewriters

Oil Paints, water colors,
b r u s h e s , charcoal,
Conte Crayons, tempera colors.

Rollins
Ford
Headquarters

O'NEAL-BRANCH

Davis Oflfice Supply

STEVENS
GARAGE
Phone 9173

121 Lyman Av
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The Rollins
Sandspur
is on sale at the following

It Pays to Look Your Best

DOWNTOWN

C

WEAR

39 East Pine St.

Brushed Wool Sport
Coats, $5.95
R. F. LEEDY CO.

Loose leaf note books in all
sizes. Fillers to fit in
all rulings or plain.

R. F. H.

Rollins Press Store,

COLLEGE COMMONS

Service with a Saving

Can afford
to disregard
the value
of good
appearance

THE
STUDENTS STORE

BELL BREAD
SERVING THE

only TRAMPS and

The Ritz Beauty
Salon

FOR COOL DAYS

3 Private Dining Rooms

North Orange Avenue
ORLANDO

Andy's Garage

Use

345 E. Park Ave.

Special Attention Given to
Rollins Students

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

Time to Order Your

FOR MORE

Lait

Bringing a squad of veterans,:"
team can be indicated by thei
virtually the same team that bow
victory in the eyes of defeat ovei
to the Tars last year, Coach Nash
Miami last week. Trailing 6-(l
Higgins will send out a . strong
after Miami scored by a marck
team led by the dangerous
from the kick-off, Tampa showed
flashy Rudy Rodriguez, hundred
their stamina by coming back to
and fifty-four pound quarter.
pound out two touchdowns
When the Tars came up against score one extra point for them,
the Spartans in the first game of selves.
their relationship two years ago,
In the opening game this season
Tampa was favored, despite the
fact that it was the University's the Spartans heavy line opened up
first year of football and the squad hole after hole in the line of Souli
was green. But the Tars upset the Georgia Teachers, and the
dope sheets by winning by a good stepping backfield trio of Rudj
Rodriguez. J. B. Cox and Buck
score.
Torres hit their objectives >
Last season the Tars again came to take an easy victory.
on the field with the odds against
However, the advantages
I them but managed to fight out
' 6-2 victory in a hard, smashing the visitors will have in a heavy
I game. And including these two line and a veteran squad with higli
stepping backs are off-set by th
defeats, the Trojans have lost >
bitterness still lurking in the mind
four games and tied one in t
of the Tars after last week's (
An excellent bit of blocklni; Is pictured in tbe grid scene above.
football history.
Below are the Carideos: Frank, left, Notre Dame's famed former
feat and the fact that for the fii
It was in 1933 that Nash Higquarterback, and Fred, his cousin, who promises to follow In the
time they are defending their
gins was first called to Tampa and
footsteps of his illustrious kin.
Little Four title before a hn
sent out his bid for football
coming crowd.
terial. The new University had
Tampa's probable starting li
never had a football team, and at
that time did not even own a ball. up is: Sparkman, No. 44, 175-poum
However, a squad was gotten to- left end; Muench. No. 21.
gether, and it is this squad, prac- pound left tackle; Hurn. N(
tically the same original group, 233-pound left guard; Clintoi
17, 175-pound center; Tramontons,
that the Tars will meet.
No. 14, 160-pound right guard;
By Jack MacGaffin
The fruits of Higgins* labors
The second game of the current season brought disaster into the should be realized this season as Farnell, No. 53. 193-pound righi
Rollins' camp by a 19-0 defeat at the hands of Southeastern Louisiana. his veteran squad smashes down tackle; Battreson, No. 11, 15"
pound right end; Rodriguez, No
It was one of the most crushing losses suffered by the Tars since Mac- opponent after opponent.
The
Dowall took up the coaching reins over five years ago. To a school coolness and spirit of the Tampa 15, 154-pound quarterback; God
win,, No. 25, 197-pound fullback;
as accustomed to winning teams as Rollins has been, last Friday night's
Torres, 174-pound halfback and
spectacle was a sad and disheartening sight.
Cox, No. 42, 182-pound halfback.
Criticism of the MacDowell men^
ous consequences unless it is
Rollins will probably start: Levj
has been wide spread and based on basis of team porfi
rected.
almost every department of the ticularly in the line. As was pointWord comes from the camp of and Powell at thc ends; Baker am
game. So many miracles have 'd out in a previous column, the our four-footed neighbors, the Greaves tackles; Mobley and Arbeen performed on Tinker Field defensive work of the forward Gators, that the Sports Editor of gyris, guards; Goodwin and Wiithat the spectators have come to wall was the weak point in the the Florida Alligator was dis- ant alternating at center; witl
expect one every time the Tars ap- Tar's game. This situation doi missed for editorializing in his ar- Murray, Miller, Howe, and Carpear under the floodlights. Few not seem to have improved notice- ticles on the Gainesville eleven. mody in the backfield.
were willing to admit that the ably since the Newberry game and A sports editor or columnist who
Green and White invaders were a it proved to be the deciding factor cannot express his own opinion ir
better team, or that MacDowall in the Tar's defeat. Lou
a signed article is in a sad predica
could not be expected to produce a sessed plenty of backfield material ment. Collegiate sports are sup
better one every time. No one which took full advantage of the posedly for the physical advance
would rather see the Tars enjoy an highways opened up in the Rol ment of the undergraduate, not ai
Expert Repairing of All
undefeated season than this writ- lins's line. If it had not been foi advertising medium of financia
Make Cars
er, but perhaps a few losses like the particularly fine defensive play venture for the benefit of the ad226 Church St.
the last will increase the general of Bob Howe in backing
ministration.
appreciation of what MacDowall line, the score might easily have
and his squad have accomplished been more one sided than it was.
year after year under terrific odds.
That the line failed in its offenHowever, some criticism of the sive assignments was also obvious,
Blue and Gold is justified on the George Miller proved that he was
up to par by his sensational punt
returning, but seldom could he get
past the line of scrimmage for a
crack at the goal line. Since Miller is the spearhead of the' Tar offensive, this failure will have seri-
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of Past Two Years Spur Visitors While
Week's Game Harries
Homecomers'
Team

Smarting under the woret defeat in two years at thi
hands of Southeastern Louisiana last Friday, the Rollin
Tars will go out for blood when they meet the stroii)
Tampa Trojans before a homecoming crowd on Tinka
Field this Monday night. And the visitoi-s will be keyej
up to the fight to avenge two previous defeats and to red
the "Little Four" title from the present champions.
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IN THE WORLD OF SPORT

Tampa Comes Up From BeHind to Win over Miami

Is

A battered Rollins eleven took
more of a battering last Friday
night at Tinker Field when Southeastern Louisiana romped around
them and through them in a spectacular football game that left the
Tars on the short end of a 19-0
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Get in thc big Schwobilt
Free Suit Contest. Ask for
contest entry blank at our
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